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Will copper continue to shine? 

Thursday, August 24nd, 2017 

Investors are throwing cash into copper ETFs, while 
aggressively trimming their bearish bets on global copper 

producers 

 Copper ETFs are gathering assets at three times the pace of the ETF industry 

 Average shorting activity in global copper stocks 75% lower than in Q1 2016 

 Copper miners set to triple their aggregate dividend payments in FY 2017 

 

The cost per pound of copper just crossed over $3 for the first time in three years, 

and its year-to-date rally has advanced the commodity’s price by more than 20%.  

John Mothersole, director of research for the pricing and purchasing at IHS Markit 

attributes copper’s recent ascendance to a variety of factors.  

“The most potent short term forces have been the weakening dollar and speculations 

about a possible Chinese ban on scrap copper imports which would boost demand for 

raw copper,” says Mothersole. 

Mothersole also fingered longer term structural shifts for playing their part in the 

rally. 

“Copper’s price has also reacted to the rebound in economic growth, helped in part 

by China’s ongoing economic stimulus. The market is also getting increasingly 

excited about electrification of both industrial and transport applications which use 

up a significant amount of copper in motor windings.”  

Investors are eager to grab a piece of this rally – the 33 global copper ETFs amassed 

more than $100m of inflows since the start of the year. These inflows put copper 

ETFs on track to post their best year since copper’s last bull run in 2012.  
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While it would be easy to dismiss this as insignificant – copper ETF inflows represent 

a minuscule portion of the $380bn in total 2017 ETF inflows – copper ETFs have 

grown their AUM base by more than three times the pace of other ETFs.  

Copper stocks lifted 

Copper’s strong run has led the market to warm up to global copper producers. 

Global X Copper Miner ETF (COPX), the only fund which invests solely in copper 

producers, has returned a solid 23% year-to-date on a total return basis. This caps a 

rebound in copper shares, which drove COPX’s share price to more than double from 

the lows set in Q1 2016. 

Strikingly, this performance hasn’t been enough to attract large inflows COPX – in 

fact, COPX has only managed to grow its AUM base by 1% this year. The most likely 

cause of this is: COPX is small and its annual fee (65bps) is rather expensive for an 

ETF. 

Investors are not betting against this rally, and shorting activity across the 

constituents of COPX are near multi-year lows. The average short interest in COPX 

constituents is now more than 70% lower than it was during the peak of last year’s 

volatility, when 5.2% of copper shares were shorted on average. This covering 

means that copper producers now have half the average short interest of other 

global stocks. 
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A few copper producers still have residual shoring activity, such UK producer 

Antofagasta. But covering has been universal across the sector in the last 12 

months. 

Copper dividends 

Short sellers will find taking bearish views in copper firms even more uncomfortable 

in the coming months as global copper producers are expected to resume paying 

dividends.  

Nearly every constituent of COPX reduced or suspended dividend payments during 

the crisis. Nonetheless, firms are loosening their purse strings again. IHS Markit 

Dividend Forecasting expects these firms to pay more than three times higher in 

FY2017 aggregate dividends compared to the previous year. Glencore, Vedanta and 

Antofagasta will contribute the vast majority of the uplift in dividends. 

 

Copper dividends are expected to be further boosted in FY2018 – this will drive the 

sector’s aggregate dividends back over the $5bn mark.  
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Granted, this is still much lower than the $9.2bn of total dividends paid by these 

firms back in FY2013, but it does reflect the sector’s growing profitability. And it also 

reflects the growing confidence that volatility is over. 

Please contact Press@markit.com to request a full copy of our recent global miner 

dividend outlook. 
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Disclaimer 

The intellectual property rights to this report provided herein is owned by Markit 

Group limited. Any unauthorised use, including but not limited to copying, 

distributing, transmitting or otherwise of any data appearing is not permitted without 

Markit’s prior consent. Markit shall not have any liability, duty or obligation for or 

relating to the content or information (“data”) contained herein, any errors, 

inaccuracies, omission or delays in the data, or for any actions taken in reliance 

thereon. In no event shall Markit be liable for any special, incidental, consequential 

damages, arising out of the use of the data. Markit is a trademark owned by the 

Markit group. 

 

This report does not constitute nor shall it be construed as an offer by Markit to buy 

or sell any particular security, financial instrument or financial service. The analysis 

provided in this report is of a general and impersonal nature. This report shall not be 

construed as providing investment advice that is adapted to or appropriate for any 

particular investment strategy or portfolio. This report does not and shall not be 
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construed as providing any recommendations as to whether it is appropriate for any 

person or entity to “buy”, “sell” or “hold” a particular investment. 


